Mind Over Matter Orientation Video Transcript
Welcome to Mind Over Matter: Healthy Bowels, Healthy Bladder! This program is
designed to help women learn how to take control of their bowel and bladder
health, without medicine or surgery!
This website is based on an in-person program for
older women who want to prevent or improve their
symptoms. The in-person program was developed by
community agencies across Wisconsin in partnership
with researchers at the University of Wisconsin—
Madison. To learn more about the research part of
this program, feel free to click on the “Research” link
on the lower left part of the screen.
Start by clicking the “Get Started” button and the
website will automatically direct you to the
“Introduction” section.
The “Introduction” section of this site gives you an
overview of the Mind Over Matter website. The same
five sub-sections within the Introduction section
(Overview, Learn It, Apply It, etc.) are the subsections within the Exercises, Bladder, and Bowels
sections, so the Introduction gives you a good feel for
the rest of the website.
You will notice that the heading titled “Introduction”
will turn light green, and the sub-heading,
“Overview,” will be dark gray. These color changes
help you to know where you are within the website
at any time.

To access the rest of the website, you will have to sign up, meaning that you will
create a username and password to log into the website. It does not cost money to
sign up, and your username can be whatever you want it to.

Once you log in, you will have access to the
rest of the sections as well as the
Introduction section.
The “Exercises” section focuses on Pelvic
Floor Muscle Exercises, also called Kegels.
The Care-seeking section focuses on how
and where to turn for more help if the
strategies you learn through this website do
not resolve your symptoms.
The community tab is a place for sharing
information and questions with other MOM
users on-line. A log-in and password are also
required to access the community
discussions.
This website is specifically designed so that
no sections are mandatory, so that you can
pick and choose which parts to visit.

If you prefer a structured experience, we recommend progressing from left to
right, moving through each sub-heading under a given heading before moving on
to the next one. You move from Overview, to Learn It, to Apply It, etc. To continue
to the next section, you can either click on the next subheading or click the “Next”
button at the bottom of the page.

If you prefer an unstructured experience, feel free to explore the pages as you
wish. The website is specifically designed so that no sections are mandatory, so
that you can pick and choose which parts to visit.
Make sure to check out the “Resources” tab for more information about bladder
and bowel health, and feel free to contact us with questions or comments. This
program was developed by researchers at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, in
partnership with community agencies across Wisconsin. In this phase of research,
we are evaluating the effectiveness of the Mind Over Matter program when
delivered online. We hope you will consider participating in our research study.

Click on Research at the bottom of the screen for more information about our
research study. If you are interested in learning more, enter your name and email
address and someone from the study team will contact you via email to tell you
more about this volunteer opportunity.

Creating a log-in and password for this site does not mean you are enrolling in the
research study. You do not need to participate in this research study in order to
use the Mind Over Matter website. To enroll in the study, you must contact our
team and give consent to participate.
Now, sit back, relax, and start putting Mind Over Matter for Healthy Bowels and
Healthy Bladder!

